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Introduction 

The history of the Arabic script 

The Arabic alphabet and written language has remained 
remarkably constant since the sixth or seventh century AD, 

largely due to the unifying factor of the Qur'an. There is no 
clear documented progression in the development of the script 
before this time and only a limited number of original pre
Islamic Arabic texts exist, sometimes as scraps of stone or 
parchment. 

Arabic is a Semitic language related to Aramaic and Hebrew. 
The language has its roots in the nomadic oral tradition of the 
desert, which largely explains the lack of early examples of the 
Script. 

Although spoken Arabic dialects have diverged in the same 
way that Romance languages such as Italian and French have 
diverged from Latin, the Modem Standard Arabic of today's 
media is close to the language of the Qur'an and Classical 
literature. The spelling and grammar have not changed 
significantly over the centuries. 

Different styles of writing 

Arabic calligraphy is a highly respected a rt form with hundreds 
of different styles. Many of these calligraphic styles a re very 
ornate and intended more for decoration than comprehension. 
The calligrapher relies on the reader already knowing the text, 
often a verse from the Qur'an, and can concentrate on making 
the sCript as beautiful and balanced as possible. 

As for as everyday written Arabic is concerned, there are two 
significant styles: naskh, the basic script used for most prin ted 
material; and ruq'a, the script used for most handwritten 
material. Although it is possible to typeset ruq'a or handwrite 
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Introduction 

An example of highly decorative calligraphy showing text from the 
Qur'an (Professor Mohammed Hamaam, Head of the Academy of 
Arabic Script, Cairo) 

naskh, this does not huppen commonly. 
Most Arab children will initially learn to read and write naskh 

in a similar way to English children learning to read and write 
using infant letters. At about 11 or 12 years old, secondary 
school students in the Arab world will graduate to writing ruq 'a, 
which is an eagerly anticipated step and a sign of having 
joined the 'adult' club. 

Ruq'a is a more flowing script than naskh and designed for 
speed and efficiency. Good handwriting is much admired as an 

Introduction 

extension of the respect paid to calligraphy. As a learner you 
will find a mastery of the ruq'a script will help you to be 
regarded as a serious student of the language, as well as being 
a more efficient way of handwriting. 

vii 

This book sets out to compare and contrast naskh and ruq'a 
and to teach you a fluid and mature ruq'a writing style, using 
models produced by one of the leading experts on handwriting 
in the Arab world and providing extensive practice material. 

There are obvious similarities between naskh and ruq 'a, but 
there are also some important differences to be mastered when 
writing ruq'a. For example, ruq'a script largely floats above the 
line whereas elements of naskh fall below the line. Also, many 
of the fiddlier and more time-consuming elements of naskh are 
rationalised in ruq'a for the sake of speed. For example the 
separate dots above and below the main script are joined 
together. 

i 

A / 

()f'.;> 5UI..)3U\--' 5~\ 

A sentence written in both scripts. The naskh version (top) was 
typeset and the ruq'a version (below) was handwritten by 
Professor Hamaam. Can you spot the similarities and differences? 
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viii Introduction 

How to use this book 

This script book can be beneficial at different stages of the 
learning process. It can be used by complete beginners who 
wish to master the ruq'a script simultaneously with the printed 
naskh, supplementing the early stages of study of the Arabic 
language, whether in a classroom or home setting. Beginners 
often find the script quite easy to master in principle but still 
find it tokes a long time to become fluent in reading and 
writing. This book can help you overcome the script barrier 
much more quickly. 

Alternatively, you may have already studied Arabic and be 
proficient in reading naskh. But you may not yet have had the 
opportunity to improve your own writing or to decipher the 
handwriting of native speakers. This book can take you to the 
next level by concentrating on making your Arabic 
ha ndwriting more mature and fluent. 

At whatever stage you a pproach this book, it is best to work 
your way through the units methodically. There are three main 
parts to the book. The first part covers how to form and join 
individual letter shapes; the second covers special combinations 
of letters; and the third part is an activity section for further 
practice. Features included are: 

• clear explanation and graphics showing how the letter 
shapes are formed 

• numerous practice exercises to help you a chieve fluency in 
writing 

• Master calligrapher tips: expert hints on writing in ruq 'a from 
Professor Mohammed Hamaam, head of the Academy of 
Arabic Script in Cairo. Follow the instructions in this guide 
and you will have good ruq'a handwriting. Follow Professor 
Hamaam's tips and you will have even better ruq'a writing! 

• 'extra ' sections covering features of the Arabic script such a s 
writing vowels and hamza ( .. ) 

• photos and illustrations showing the script in context 

• Write on!: additional stimulating and useful a ctivities to 
improve recognition and fluency of writing. 

Introduction 

Basic principles of Arabic script 

There are a few basic principles of Arabic script which apply 
whichever style of writing is used: 

• There ore 28 letters in the alphabet. 

• The sCript is written right to left. 

• There are no capital letters. 

• Words are written in cursive, or 'joined up', writing. All letters 
join to the letter before in a word and all but six join to the 
letter after also. 

Once you have mastered the various forms of each letter shape 
in both naskll and ruq'a you will find you can write and read 
Arabic in most everyday con texts. 

Fina lly, make sure you have a good ink pen, drawing pen, 
gel pen or a soft pencil to write Arabic. The Arabic sCript usually 
looks better when written with a thicker nib or tip. Arabic is a 
flowing script and it is difficult to achieve a good hand with a 
cheap biro. 
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Basic letter shapes 
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. r··l~ 
! ) ~ " 

~~ ,. 
:. 

U 

For the first few units of Part I , you will be practising how to 
write individual Arabic shapes and letters. When you have 
mastered enough letters, we will introduce complete words to 
recognise and copy. 

Practise forming the letter shape above, first by tracing the 
shape and then by copying what you see. Pay special attention 
to where you start the sha pe. 

• • • • • 

start 
h're 

'-"'-"--~ • • 

This shape is used for three different Arabic letters. Compare 
the printed and the handwritten versions: 

Printed form Handwritten form 

---~-• 
the letter ba'. The basic shape 
with one dot underneath . 
Pronounced 'b' as in 'boat'. 

the letter ta'. The basic shope 
with two dots above. 
Pronounced 't ' as in 'tin ' . 

Unit 1 

A 
--~-

the letter tha', The basic shape 
with three dots above. 
Pronounced ' th' as in 'thanks', 

3 

Notice that in the handwritten form the dots become joined up 
for speed. 

Two dots are joined like this: _ 

Three dots are joined like this: 1\ 

Practise tracing and copying those shapes by themselves, 
remembering to move your pen from right to left. 

1\ - 1\ - 1\ - 1\ - 1\ - 1\ -

Now practise all three letters. Always complete the main letter 
shape first and then add any 'dots'. 

t...; __ ~ .. ~ --- - .--- • .. -~ ....... ~ 
A A 

t.,...- L,.oo ~ 
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4 Unit 1 

Joining up 

Arabic is a cursive script: most Arabic letters a re wri tten joined 
up to the other letters in a word. Here is how the letter shape 
fo r "':"" U and ~ looks when at the beginning, in the middle, 
a nd at the end of a word: 

final 
joined to the 
letter before only 

t ~ . ~--- ] 

~ C. .l - ---=-_. 

m edial 
joined both sides 

initial 
joined to the 
letter a fter only 

[-:~----J --~--

~W 

Notice how in the initial and medial positions, the dots 
associated with the letter move to the right of the shape, sitting 
above or under the right.hand curve. 

... ] Master calligrapher tips 

The shape of the initial ba', ta' and tha' is one of the most 
important in Arabic writing. The stroke is fundamental to 
handwri ting and forms the basis of a number of Arabic letter 
shapes. Pay attention to the starting and finishing positions. 

Unit 1 

This letter shape can be joined together in different 
combinations. Compare the printed and handwritten 
combinations below: 

Printed form Handwritten form 

~ • --U-?--- ..:. + '-' .- (read right to left) 

~ - + ~ --'-:'--1--- - '-' ..::. 

~ • - ..:. + +..::. ~ _1---.M.I ___ '-' 

Practise copying the shapes without dots a nd then the 
combinations of letters. Complete the whole combination from 
right to left before adding a ny 'dots', a lso from right to left. 

5 

~". ". A _ 
_~_ L ~ ___ ~_ 

--- _. ---------- --~ ---
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• u 

r-~ ') r" ' l ~ t ::'-'--- - -l ··Q -- J --~ 
This letter shope is used for only one Arabic letter: 

Printed form Handwritten form 

.. 0.._ the letter nOn. Pronounced 'n ' as 
in 'not'. 

The printed naskh form of nOn falls below the line, but the 
handwritten ruq'a form tends to sit more on the line. The dot 
above is often joined to the main letter shope in handwriting. 

Practise tracing a nd then copying the shope. 

start 

C)~he: 

._------

Unit 2 7 

Joining up 
nOn has exactly the same shape as ba' when in the initial or 
medial position (see Unit I), except it has one dot above. Beginners 
can confuse nOn and ba'. Remember Qa' has the dot !2elow. 

final medial 
joined to the 
letter before only 

joined both sides 

Printed form Handwritten form 

~ • • .. ~ . . .;:. 

• 
--~--U.>..> .:.. • 

• ... . C)! .. 
. 

u--! - u 

+ 

+ 

+ 

initial 
joined to the 
Jetter after only 

'-' + U 

. + u '-' 

'-' . 
Notice that when joining to a final nOn, as in the final 
example above, you need to start the previous letter higher to 
end up back on the line. Practise copying the combinations 
below: 
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8 Unit 1 

. 1 Master calligrapher tips 

You can also write the isolated and final nOn like this: 

So the combination <.J followed by W could also be written: 

_N: _ 

~, ;y. ;,.H bunn min al-yaman (Coffee beans from Yemen) 

This letter shape represents the Arabic letter ya': 

Printed {onn 

--tl---
Handwritten {onn 

the letter ya' can be 
pronounced in three ways: 
y as in '):::es'; T as in 'm~t'; 

or ay as in 'd~' 

Like the nOn, the printed naskh form of ya' falls below the line, 
but the handwritten ruq'a form sits on the line. The two dots 
below become joined in handwriting as with u (see Unit 1) 

Practise tracing and then copying the shope. 

Joining up 
ya' is another letter which has exactly the same shape as "":-' (see 
Unit 1) when in the initial or medial position, except that it has 
two dots below. In the final position, it looks similar to the 
isolated letter. 
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10 

final 
joined to the 
letter before only 

m edial 
joined both sides 

initial 
joined to the 
letter after only 

Unit 3 

To summarise, there are five letters which share the same shape 
in their initial and medial positions, and are only distinguished 
by the number of dots above or below: 

final 

c.. ~L 
• 

--~ ~--. 

A 
l ,... _ _ _ W _ ___ _ _ 

-~ .. 

medial 

-- -~----• 

---~---

A 
--~----

• 
--~---

--~----... 

initial 

--~-
• .. 
..) 

isolated 

--~---• 
... 

--~--

A 
--~--

__ ~ _ __ 0 __ 

_~ __ J •• .$ __ _ .. -
Notice how these combinations are written: 

Printed form Handwritten fonn 

• .......... . -

--- ..........,---. 
A -- ..........,-. -

ba' 

ta' 

tha' 

nOn 

ya' 

Unit 3 

• 
U':! =u+<;? 

-- - -~-----
~J Master calligrapher tips 

\ . 

If you write one of the letters U ~ ..:J '":"' before a final ya/, 

the initial shape will become a short downwards stroke, with 
the final ya' ending back on the line: 

____ di ___ _ -
Sometimes a final ya' is written without the dots a nd 
pronounced 'a', as in the names.;..... mona or u-4llayla. In 
addition, some people don't bother to handwrite the dots on 
the final yil ' even when they should be there! 

Practise tracing and copying the combinations below. 

- ~ ~ -~'--~1._.MJ~~--'-\_.....!A.~"-~) _. _. _. l W -. 

11 

----.-----
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12 Unit 3 

--------- ------------ ---

Unit 3 

-~I , . ." - - • , I I 
-0 -, , -

~I ~ bayt at-Un (House of Figs) 

~\ .jA ~ tin min al-talamayn (Figs from El Alamein) 

Notice that the 'dots' over or under the script may move 
around in handwri ting, sometimes ending up to the left of 

where they should be (see the dots on ~I above). This 
movement happens because the dots are added after the main 
word has been completed and is comparable to what happens 
in English handwriting when you might find the cross stroke of 

a ' t' has moved to the right. 

13 
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14 extra: vowel and doubling signs 

~-extrCl "'. ,. 

I Vowel and doubling signs 

I Most modem Arabic is written without short vowels, in a 
similar way to the language of mobile text messages ('en u 
em tdy?'). So a word such as ~ bint (girl) is actually written 
as bnt and ~ bayt (house) as byt. 

It is possible to add signs above and below the main script 
showing the short vowels, and these are sometimes included 
for clarity or in material aimed at learners, as well as being a 
feature of classical and religious texts. 

The vowel signs are: 

~fat~a 

~9amma 

b~ kasra 

a dash above, pronounced as a short 'a' 

after the letter, for example ... ~ ba 

a comma-shape above, pronounced as a 

short 'u' after the letter, for example ... ~ bu 

a dash below, pronounced as a short'i' 

after the letter, for example ... -' bi -. 
There ure a lso two additional signs: 

~sukon 

-';J!. shadda 

a small circle above sho:ving that no vowel 

follows the letter, e.g. ~ bint (girl) 

a small 'w' shape above showing that the 
" letter is doubled, e.g. ~ bunn (coffee beans) 

Don't confuse these signs with the dots above and below 
letters. The dots are an integral part of the script, 
distinguishing one letter from another. The vowels and 
doubling signs are a discretionary feature. 

------_. 

extra: vowel and doubling signs 

Practise writing the signs, following the direction of the arrow, 
and making sure you move your pen from right to left. Only 
kasra (i) is written under the line: 

o w o w 

Now practise tracing and copying these words with the vowel 
and doubling signs included. Follow these steps: 

1. Complete the main shape of the word. 
2. Add the letter dots from right to left. 
3. Add the vowel and doubling signs from right to left. 

<> 

-------_. 

o -. I ,l..J. J _ n-:, 

• 
f- bint 

4- bayt 

15 

J 
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. . 4\ 
.,~- , 

r -" '1 -[J J , , I 
-----
---' 

The letter alit is the first letter of the Arabic alphabet and one of 
the simplest to recognise and write: a single downward stroke. 

Printed form Handwritten {onn , 
Practise tracing and then copying the shape. 

I I I I 1 I I 
_ start 

\ here 

alit does not represent a single consistent sound. It has two 
functions: 

• as a 'carrier' for one of the short vowels (a, U, i), usually at 
the beginning of a word 

• to indicate a long a vowel. 

Joining up 

Most Arabic letters join to the letters either side of them in a 
word. aljf is one of six Arabic letters that only join to the letter 
before (on its right). This effectively means that the alif retains its 
shape wherever it fa lls in a word, with just a small joining 

Unit 4 

stroke if it is joined to the letter before. 

m edial/fin a l 
joined to the 
letter before 

initial/isolated 
not joined at all 

c) -J 
The letter following an alif (to the left) must be written in the 
initial form, or in the isolated form if it is the only remaining 
letter in the word. 

An alit a t the beginn ing of a word is usually written with a 
hamza symbol (~) over it if the vowel is a or ll, or under it if the 
vowel is i: 

I 

a or u: I ;: I 
I 

Complete the whole word before adding the hamza (see extra 
section pages 42-3 for more details on hamza). 

Look carefully at how these words are written: 

Printed form Handwritten form 

-'-'-4 -- ___ wl __ bab door 
• • 

• , 
____ ~L ___ ~L ab father 

J ... ,-L.L ____ U __ baba daddy/papa 
• • 

----u!-- ----'4- in if 

• 
, 

---1:.L ____ 1_L ana I (am) 

-L....:. __ d_l.; __ nabatT vegetarian 
~- . -- ... • 
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18 
Unit 4 

Practise tracing and then copying those words containing alit. 

c,..,.1.. ..... 
• • 

, 
_~I 

, 
~I 

, 
!,..,-I 

• • • • • • • • • • 

_c.tl 
J 

al 
J 

CLI~ --"C..L')~I ---,C..£')+-' _ ..... _ 
J > 

J 

LI 
f J , J 

J.._I ~L-I_ Jd _lL_,= 

- -- - --- --- .--- --

Un it 4 

] 
~'d ~ J l.Ji - ~4 baba - ana II bayt thabit 

(Daddy - I'm in Thabit's house) 

19 
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'5" f' ',. 
)I- " 

t J 
..... y 

• 
JJJ 

, 
' ___ L __ _ 

." ') ------

The two letter shapes above are very similar. The downwards 
sloping stroke used to produce J has a small 'head' added to 
produce the ,J shape. 

Printed form Handwritten form 

--:;---- --~---

• 
• 

---~----:;-----

---J-----

the letter ra'. Pronounced as a 
slightly trilled 'r' as in the 
Spanish 'arriva'. 

the letter zay. The same shape 
as.) with one dot above. 
Pronounced '2' as in 'zebra'. 

the letter w.1w. Can be 
pronounced in three ways: w as 
in 'l'!et'; G as in 'IQQt'; or aw as 
in 'hQYi'; 

Notice that although the printed naskh letters fall under the line 
the handwritten ruq 'a letters finish on the line - one of the 
fundamental differences between the two sCripts. 

Unit 5 21 

Practise tradng and then copying the letter shapes. 

start 

.2 _"'_ y here 

Joining up 
ra', zay and waw are three more letters like alif that only join to 
the letter before (on the right) in a word. 

medial/final 
ra', zay 
joined to the 
letter before 

m edial/final 
wOw 
joined to the 
letter before 

Remember that after non-joining letters, the following letter in a 
word must be written in the initial or isolated form, depending 
on whether it is the final letter in the word. Look at how the 
Arabic names on the next page are written. 
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22 Unit 5 

Printed form Handwritten form 

• 
. .L.~ .. nOr 

. . 
eJ-'...) .. cr/. zayn -. , 

.L~.L anwar 

. . . 
~...) _'-4.Jwl..",t_ . - zaynab 

... Master calligrapher tips 

r 
Because~he shapes of the handwritten J and." sit on the line 
in ruq'a, you should try to raise the letter before so that you 
end up back in the right position: 

... f .... 
• 
• 

~ _____ ._ .. _~_ . . _ .. _ .. __ J __ +_u ______ ~ 
Practise copying the names. 

. ----- --

UnitS 23 

, 
/,:;'1 

. , 
/_'l I 

. . 
~/.~/ 

Whose peg is whose? How many names can you read? 

U~ (AUOj) IUO} q'" '0" qeu,(l1z ("oulD ~lJ!1 UAl?l 1!q~41 

rK?> r'f' I~A .. ( ( .. . .,...., '" rK' n~ 
• 

(Ydf OJ JI/6jJ W OJJ 6U1POClJ) 
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• 
J J 

This letter shape looks similar to J but is rounder. It is used for 
two Arabic letters. 

Printed form Handwritten form 

--oJ·· . - -.)--

• • .. .J. __ 

the letter dar. Pronounced 'd' as 
in 'den' . 

the letter dhal. The same shape 
with one dot above. Pronounced 
'th' as in 'th' or 'that'. 

.,--,----'---------
.. Master calligrapher tips 

The stroke used to write the handwritten .J is the same as that 
used for the initial ~ or ....::i, etc.: 

• 

Practise tracing and then copying diU and dhal. 

Unit 6 

• • • , 

Joining up 

• 

25 

start 
./'here 

._.) __ ",IL . 

• • 

dal and dhal are the last of the six letters that don't join to the 
next letter in a word. Here is a summary of all six letters in 
their isolated form ond when joined to the letter before: 

final/ medial isolated , 
alii 

--~- dal 

• • 
.~.- dhal 

ra t 

• • 

..-~-- zay 

.~ _.-'-.- waw 
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26 Unit 6 

Notice how these combinations are written: 

Printed form Handwritten form 

-4 ___ ..N __ =J+ ...... ~ • 

.J..)-1 
__ ,). __ L =J+,;+..,., • 

. __ o..i_ I.S.J =(S+.i - -
,-,4.j 

• _,-,1_.J_ = ...... +I+ ...... +.i 
• • 

Lr.!..l.:! c>:~- - 0+\..S+J+(S 

Note that even with non-joining letters, it is usually quicker to 
finish the whole word before adding a ny dots right to left : 

Step 10 ..... L..) 

Step 2: ..... L. j 
• • 

~ .'I~ ~~ barTd tadi 

(Ordinary mail) 

Unit 6 27 

Practise tracing aod then copying the words. 

...,., ...,., 
• • 

.. -
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28 extra: long vowels 

mextra 
, . 

Long vowels 

You have met the short vowel marks on pages 14- 15. These 
marks are written above a nd below the main script and aTe 

I discretionary. 
, However, if a vowel is long, for example a long 0 as in 
I 'bQ.Qt', th is requires an additional letter to be added to the 
I word: 

long a (as in '(gther') I alif added after the letter: ~ ba 

I long 0 (as in 'bQQt') 

lon g T (as in 'm~t') 

,J waw added after the letter: Yo bo 

£? ya' added after the letter: ~ bT 

Look at the handwritten and printed versions of the words 
below which contain long vowels. Remember: 

• I alif and J waw do not join to the fol/owing letter 

• ($ ya' has-the some shape as ..... in the intial and medial 
forms, except it has two dots ~nder. 

You will also occasionally see Q long a written as a wavy sign 
(oJ..:. madda) over an aUf: I, as in WI anisa (young woman). 

Printed form Handwritten form 

wL . . 

L:. .) 

'LL ..r ' -

··ct·ol· 
. __ .J. 

• 

. ...(.1." .. 

.~lk. -.-

bab door/gate 

nOr light (also a name) 

dTn religion 

barTd mail 

nar fire 

yabanT Japanese 

--

ex.tra: long vowels 

Practise writing the words containing long vowels. 

\.j-=> ~ .:J J.r.-

29 

extra. 

~~L . -
I 
I 

mabrOk ya l)abTbatTI 

(Congratulations darling!) J 
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• 

Start this letter sha pe a little above the line, then loop round 
clockwise and add the curved tail. The movement is a little like 
a mirror-image figu re of 8. 

Practise tracing and then copying the letter shape. 

p - c- start 

_ here~ 

.---... _--

This shape is used for three Arabic letters. Notice the difference 
between the printed and handwritten forms: 

Printed form Handwritten form 

--c '-
--[ ---

... g
.... g .. 

the letter ':la' . Pronounced as a 
breathy'h '. 

the letter jim. Pronounced as a 
soft 'j' as in the sound in the 
middle of 'pleasure' 

Unit 7 

. .. c.-. 

JOining up 

• 

3 1 

the letter kha'. Pronounced at 
the back of the throat. Similar to 
the 'ch ' in the Scottish word 
' lodl'. 

Joining I)a', jIm and kha ' requires practice. 

final medial initial 
joined to the 
letter before only 

joined both sides joined to the 
letter after only 

roo l 
l -~- J 

The lntial form of the shape is relatively straightforward, but 
when other letters are ha ndwritten before I)a', jIm or kha' they 
tend to be placed above, so that they end up joining at the top 
left of the shope. Look at the examples below: 

Printed form Handwritten form 

k. .... ~ .. I + t:: 
• 

..? .. y .. ="+c 

~ ··-·t ·· =c+..,... 

C';-'..J .. ~ .. - c+(,?+.; 
< • , < . I _ .. gL . + I (. C 

In this unit we'll concentrate on the initial and isolated forms. , 
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32 Unit 7 

The isolated form is used when the letter follows one of the six 
non-joining letters (see Unit .6 for summary table) and is the 
lost letter in a word, as in t' on page 31. 

Part 2 of this book deals with combination shapes and you can 
practise the medial a nd final combinations for ~a', jTm and kM' 
in Unit 17. 

• Master calligrapher tips -1 

The initial ~ shape is ,aised in fm: f : te, shapes -;:;- ', 
need to finish on the line, induding ,J (see ~ on page 31), 

Ja~~ I 
I .L?__ --<1--- I 

_____ J 

Practise writing these Jetter combinations containing initiol 
and isolated ~a', jIm and khat. 

• • • • • 

Unit 7 33 

. , 
2t -

-,
~\ ~ i,jl>\~\ ajzakhana qa~r in-nl1 (Qasr el-nil Pharmacy) 
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The letter 0 ha' is unusual as it cha nges its shape more 
radically than most letters when joined. 

First practise tracing and then copying the isolated letter shape, 
makmg sure you move your pen clockwise. 

----_._---

The isolated letter looks similar in the printed and handwritten 
forms: 

Printed form Handwritten fonn 

___ 0 ___ _ _ .. (1... 

Joining up 

the letter ha'. Pronounced h as 
in 'hotel'. 

Pay special attention to the different shapes of 0 ha' when 
joined. Although the final fonn is recognisable, the initial and 
medial forms look very different. 

Unit 8 

final 
joined co the 
letter before only 

medial 
joined both sides 

initial 
joined to the 
letter after only 

35 

The medial form of 0 ha' is also sign ificantly different in ruq'a 
handwriting from the printed naskh script, where it looks more 
like a ribbon tied in a bow: 

Printed ronn Handwritten fonn 

initial --""'- -- - -~-
medial --+-- -'1' --

final __ L __ __ 41.. __ 

Pay special attention to the inital ha'. You need to start the 
letter at the top left, fonn a large backwards C-shape, then 
loop back inside the C-shape before continuing to the left. 

Practise tracing and then copying the initial, medial a nd final 
fonns of 0 ha': 
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36 UnitS 

'\ ____ tl._ 

- ---- ----

• -- - _. --------_._-----. 
Moster calligrapher tips 
---- -. - ------- ---

The final ha' can be also be written like this: /-*' 

So '-:-' followed by ~ can be written in in either of these 
two ways: 

-- -~- -- --- --- --~- - --• 

Look at these words with tt ha' in the printed and handwritten 
forms: 

Printed form Handwritten form 

. • 
.>+> -4'--- nahr river 

---~-- - huna here 

UnitS 37 

-~-'-- wajh face 

~-'-*-- jawahir jewels 

Notice h ow the initial ~ curves round the other way into the 
shope of the following ha' in the handwritten J]/' (river). 

Practise writing those words. 

• 

----------~4'-V-'L'-

------

- -----------

~ ta' marbota 
There is a special feminine ending which looks like ~ ha' with 
two dots on top: .i. This only ever appears at the end of words 
and is known as ta' marbGta ('tied t'). It is pronounced a or at. 

The ta' marbota is handwritten in exactly the same way as a 
final or isolated ~ ha', with the addition of a dash representing 
the two dots: 
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38 Unit 8 

Printed form Handwritten form 

__ ~-"'l _ 
• 

hadfya present/gift 

jarlda newspaper 

zubda butter 

~ 

- - --P"""t"; . 

What's on the shopping list? 

s6!J un 
J,mnq epqnz 

110 ;JA!lO UlJlAl?Z lAin 
SUI!<X1 iJ<ljJO:J uunq 

epOH lOj lUils<JJd ~pn4- ! 1 e,.{'!p114 
JadedsMilu epIJe! 

Printed form Handwritten form 

---t --- the letter mTm. Pronounced m as 
in 'mother', 

The letter f" mTm doesn't shore its shape with any other letter. 
Notice how you start the letter shape in the middle, forming a 
tight circle in a clockwise direction, before continuing to the left 
and then downwards into the tail. 

The handwritten ruq'a mTm sits Q little higher than the printed 
naskh form, although the tail does end below the line. 

Practise tracing and then copying the letter shape. 

--_ .... _----
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40 Unit 9 

Look a t how r mTm is joined, particularly in ha ndwriting. 

Printed (ann Handwritten form 

initial 

medial 

final 

f" mTm can be a tricky letter to spot, becoming 'tucked' under, 
or sometimes over, the surrounding letters. It takes time to 
recognise and practise the variolls combinations. In this unit, 
we will concentrate on the easier combinations with the initial 
and isolated f" mTm. Unit 19 in Part 2 will show how r mTm is 
written in combination with specific letters. 

Practise writing these combinations starting with ~ mim. 
Remember to start the initial mim in the same position as the 
isolated letter, forming a tight clockwise circle. 

-

) 

Unit 9 41 

Now practise these words ending with an isolated f" mTm: 

• • 

-~~---\---.r:..."L' · _ naw", 

------- ----

Masthead from the children's magazine ~1.. majid (Majid - a 
boy's name) 
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42 extra: hamzD 

The Arabic hamza ( ... ) is sometimes described as a 'ha lf- letter'. 
It represents the short intake of breath that an English 
speaker would naturally make before a word starting with a 
vowel (e.g. ' instant', 'egg'). In Arabic script, the hamza is 
usually written together with an alif when a word starts with 
a vowel: above the alif if the vowel is a/aa or ufu a nd below if 

the vowel is iii: 

Printed form Handwritten form 
< 

..... 1 ab father 

umm mother 

in if 

Try writing the hamza, first by itself ond then above and 
under an alit. Complete the alit first before adding the hamza: 

-- -----_._- JJJJ_J_ 

$ j J j j 

I I I I I 

I - - -----------, 

extra: hamzD 43 

The hamza ( ... ) can a lso appear in the middle of a word 
representing a short pause, or at the end of a word when it has 
the effect of cutting off the previous sound. In these cases, the 
hamza can also be found written on a waw (,), on a ya' willhout! 
dots (~/ls) , or by itself on the line (j:.): 

Printed form Handwritten form , 
< 1 -

~I",:; -- ('~- taw'am twin 

~I~ _":M'_ jara'id newspapers 

--4 . .. 1--N_ . bad' beginning 
• 

< , 
..,...l,J,! -...... ~~- yu'addib to punish 

• 

Practise these words containing the hamza. Write the whole 
word first and then add the hamza a long with a ny dots. 

- -

• • 
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This letter shape involves three basic movements: 
a short upwards stroke 
a longer stroke to the left 
a final curved tail. 

The tail is a similar movement to the final U (see Unit 2). 

Practise tracing and then copying the letter shape. 

f' r-: __ 
~- start 

h, re 

This shape is used for two Arabic letters. In their printed naskh 
forms, these letters start with a backwards w-shape, but this is 
usually 'smoothed out' in the handwritten form. Notice also 
how the handwritten tail sits on the line but the printed tail 
falls below the line. 

Printed form Handwritten form 

-~--- --~- the letter sin. Pronounced s as in 

'same' . 

• --U"- -- - the letter shin. Pronounced sh as 

in 'shame'. 

Unit 10 45 

Remember to write the A shape representing the three dots over 
the shin after completing the main letter or word shape. 

.... Master calligrapher tips I 
--'~----~I 

You can write the isolated and final ~ shin with a tail the 
same shape as the alternate U nOn (see Unit 2). In this case 

I you should not also put the 'dots' above the shin: 

l n~_ 
Joining up 

., 

Like many Arabic letters, sin and shin lose their tails when joined 
to the next letter. Combined with the smoothing of the w-shape, 
this effectively turns the medial sin and shin into a straight line. 

final 
joined to the 
letter before only 

medial 
joined both sides 

initial 
joined to the 
letter after only 

Notice the position of the final form, with the tail finishing on 
the line. The means that the previous letter(s) should be raised, 
so the whole combination ends bock on the line: 

--~- _~ ___ + _.l_ 
• ,. . 

_c.£.?_ ,. + 
~ -

• 

- ~--
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46 Unit 10 

.. Mast; r ~~lIigr;;pher tiP~::~-' J 
The sTn and shin sometimes retain the w-shape in handwriting J 

especially when placed in front of t.? +, r::' and f' : 

--~-----t;' 

'-------,: -~----~-- --------~ 
Practise combinati9ns with sTn and shin. 

d . .-tI ~ =0+1...)" 
-~--

• 

Unit 10 

~ ~.i.>i a~dhTyat sisil (Cecil shoes) . 

Notice the two occurrences of the letter ~ sin : probably written 

in different styles because two straight lines wou ld look odd. 

47 
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.. 

I uP - t~'tf) - ,t: ~ ( 'J ~ • m,mh ___ , ~____ m ____ ~ 

Practise fo rming the letter shape, first by tracing the shape and 
then by yourself. The tail is a similar shape to sIn in Unit 10. 
Pay special attention to where you start the initial loop: 

~d d?...uP !J!! u!! J').e,,",,--
h.re 

This sha pe is used for two Arabic letters. Compare the printed 
form with the ha ndwritten. The handwritten tail sits on the line 
while the printed tail falls under the line: ' 

Printed form Handwritten form 

-\;}'Q -

• 
-~--

the letter ~ad. The basic shape 
without any additional dots. 
Pronounced as an emphatic~, 
similar to the's' in the English 
'sob' (rather than 'sad'). 

the letter Qiid. With an 
additional dot above. 
Pronounced as an emphatic Q, 
similar to the 'd' in the English 
'doll' (rather than 'dill ') . 

Unit 11 49 

Practise writing the two letters. Remember to start the loop on 
the left, in the centre of the letter: 

_______ _ u'!.. 
• 

uP 

Joining up 

Look closely at how the fina l ~iid and ~ad are joined to the letter 
before and after. You should not need to take your pen off the 
paper. Try traang the path of the pen below with you r finger: 

final 
joined to the 
letter before only 

medial 
joined both sides 

. 1 Master calligrapher tips 

initial 
joined to the 
letter after only 

You can also write the isolated and final ~ ~ad with a tail 
the same shape as the alternate U nOn a nd ~ shTn (see 
Units 2 and 10). If you write the ~ad with this alternative tail, 
you should not also put a dot above the letter: 

'--___ -_~_-- -_-- ___ ~J 
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50 Unit 71 

Whenever ~ad and 93d are joined to the following letter, you 
should be careful to include the small 'dink' (or ~ sinna 
'tooth' - a s the Arabs coil It) after the loop as this is an 
essential part of the shape. 

Printed form Handwritten form 

. ..-.. bayc;J eggs 

..~.~ . . l)ac;Jara civilisation 

.. ..(.\..P. ... ~abir patient/enduring 

JJ~ ~ mi~r IiI-betrOI (Egypt Petroleum) 

• 
Unit 71 57 

Practise joining ~d and !;lad. Remember to finish the whole 
shape of the word first, and then come back to add any dots. 

• • • • 

~-~ ,. ,. <A .. .. 

..r~ 
• 
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'lJ 

r~-~ ~ ~-----

This letter shape represents the Arabic letter lam: 

Printed form Handwritten form 

--J --- -y -- the letter lam. Pronounced I as in 
'less'. 

The printed naskh form of lam falls below the line, but the 
handwritten ruq'a form sits on the line. 

Practise tracing a nd then copyi ng the shape. 

Joining up 

start 

~""-here 

The lam looks somewhat like a mirror image of the English 
letter 'I' and is formed In a similar way, but in the reverse 
direction . As with a joined-up English 'I', you must take your 
pen to the top of the medial and final lam first, before returning 
down the same path and continuing to the left. 

• 

Unit 12 

final 
joined to the 
letter before only 

medial 
joined both sides 

( .. .1--' 

.. Master calligrapher tips 

initial 
joined to the 
letter after only 

I 

When you join to a final lam, the initialletter(s) are ra ised, 
joining to the middle of the lam, with the final tail of the lam 
ending back on the line: 

_~_ =J+o __ U:_ = J + '=" 

_Jt_=J+ t ~=J+U" 

lam, a long with alit, is one of the most common letters of the 
Arabic alphabet, as together they form the word .. .JI ai- (the) . 
.. .JI al- is written joined to the word it refers to: 

Printed form Handwritten form 

.... ~I . . ___ ¥_~t al-bab the door 

L~I -~~~- al-bOma the owl 

o..l.!.>ll i.-. ... ;LI_ az-zubda* the butter 

• al- is pronounced as az- in this combination . 

53 
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54 Unit 12 

Practise tracing and then copying the combinations with lam. 

-~---~- _&_-g,} 

wlJl ..... lJl 
• • • 

----------- ---- --------

- .\ • ~ .1\ 
0,..,..,./ I O,..A;./ 
--~-- ---==-.------

I 
\ 
I 

Unit 12 

'f lam-aliI 

When the letter alit follows lam a special combined shape is 
produced called lam-alif: 

Printed form Handwritten form 

__ .'1..._ _ __ -V __ 

55 

.. Master calligrapher tips 
F-~----~~~~---------"-

The movement used to handwrite "'i is similar to the 
movement required to write I J 1: 

Practise tracing ":J and then copying the shape. 
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56 Unit 12 

Look at how the combinations of letters below join together: 

Printed form Handwritten form 

--- jU _--W_ =I+J+J 

-~ -~ =I+J+VO 

- ~jl",... -(~- =~+I+J+U" 

~~ ~~ =U"+,,:-,+I+J+~ 

Trace then copy the combinations with lam alit. 

Masthead from the Lebanese newpaper )\~~\ al-anwar (The lights) 

, 

13 • 
U 

~ r;:'l ~ 
~--~-~ 

Printed (ann Handwritten form 

• • __ 1,...$ __ _ --~--

-
- -~-- -- --~--

the letter fa'. Pronounced f as in 
'feast'. 

the letter qat. A q pronounced 
from the back of the throat. 

These two letters are related but look somewha t different in their 
isolated fonns. 

The tail of the qat is rounder and, in ruq'a handwriting, the two 
dots are usually written as a flourish on the end of the tail, 
similar to the a lternate non, shTn and (:lad. 
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'-=1 Master calligrapher tips 
-------1 

.j is the shape of "":-' joined to the head of ..J . 

J is the shape of the u joined to the head of the ". 

• 

--~-- -~- --.2--• 

--~--

Practise tracing and then copying the letter shapes. 

start 
, here 

U '--

stort 
., • ...- here 

Unit 13 59 

Joining up 
When fa ' and qat are joined to the letter before, i.e . in the initia l 
or medial forms, their shape is identical. The only difference is 
that fa ' has one dot and qat a dash, representing two dots. Pay 
attention to how the loop is formed in the medial letter . 

In the final form, the letters are a similar shape to their isolated 
fonns. 

final medial initial 
joined to the 
letter before only 

joined both sides joined to the 
letter aiter only 

r · ---
L---'-- J 

.-
1-__ -'-__ J 

Notice the difference in the height above the line of the previous 
letter as it joins the fina l fa' and qat . 

• 
_k"!-- = ...j + ...... 

-'l.1._ -= J + '-:-' 

Compare these handwritten words with their printed forms: 

Printed form Handwritten (orm 

--~~- fariq team 

--~-- qafl lock 
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60 Unit 13 Unit 13 61 

.L . -
~ saqr hawk 

UW ~-~ 
.. ~. .. thaqafa culture 

• , 

I 
,,~ __ ~J. farq difference 

~ 

... , .... " 
~W 

I 
JJiiJ .~,.--

C\,.qW 
,. 

~- .. 
daqTq flour 

!.\~W C\,.,"'. ~ I -

J.;U..l '\9 !12'. __ .,). daqa'iq minutes 

Practise tracing a nd copying those words. • ., '...P 'tJ'; 
• • • • 

~jJ ~; ~; 'lJ';.~ -
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62 extra: numbers 

ex t r a • 
Numbers 

The figures I , 2, 3, 4, etc. used in European languages are 
based on Arabic numbers a nd are often termed 'Arabic' 
numerals (as opposed to 'Latin' numerals i , ii, iii, iv, etc.). 
However, the figures commonly used in the Arab world vary 
somewhat from their European counterparts: 

Printed Handwritten 

0 • • ~ifr~ 

1 
, , 

wa~id ..).:;:1..1.." 

2 " .I .. ithnan . t..:;1 u 

3 r- .. .t. thalatha U~ 

4 ~ .. L arbat. a ~) 

5 0 0 khamsa 4.........0..:. 

6 "\ ., .. sitta ~ 

7 V .Y.. sabta~ 

8 A .. A . thamanya ~W 

9 '\ .. ~. tiSta~ 

10 
, • .. L: .. tashara ~~ 

extra: numbers 

u,.ra 

If you look how' • (10) is written, you can see that Arabic 
numbers read from left to right as in English - the opposite 
direction to the rest of the script. 

63 

Handwritten Arabic numbers look simila r to the printed ones. 
The main exception is the number 2. Note a lso that sometimes 
a hastily ha ndwritten Arabic three ,.. looks more like a printed 
two Y. Watch out for this as it can be confusing. 

Practise writing the Arabic numbers, starting at the black dot: 

• 

What's the 
registration 
num ber of 

• 

this Cairo taxi? 
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The letter ..!l kaf does not shore its shape with any other letter. 

Compare the usual printed and handwritten forms. Notice how 
the handwritten version usually joins the hamza shape in the 
middle of the letter to create a clockwise swirl: 

Printed {onn Handwritten (onn 

.. d ... _eJ .. the letter kaf. Pronounced k as in 
'kettle'. 

~. Master calligrapher tips 

The movement required to produce the handwritten kaf is 
similar to a combination of the shapes used to produce 
I followed by ~ followed by ..I : 

. __ (!J_ 

First practise tracing and then copying the isolated letter shape, 
making sure you follow the direction shown in the numbered 
sequence at the top of the page. 

Unit 14 65 

Joining up 
Pay special attention to the different shapes of the letter ..!l kaf 
when joined. The final form is recognisable, but the initial and 
medial forms look different. 

final 
joined to the 
letter before only 

medial 
joined both sides 

initial 
joined to the 
letter after only 

[ J3L ) [ __ £ ) ( __ L -j 
Practise the medial and final forms of kaf, following the arrows 
and completing the downwards angled stroke last. 

>; . 

----_._--_ ... _--_._-
.. Master calligrapher tips 

The initial and medial kat is written in a semi-circular shape 
before an ascending letter, such as I, another ..!l or J: 

___ J _ .. e[(. JC J 
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When writing words containing in itial or medial keUs you 
should write the lower part of the letter, but leave the upper 
sla n ted stroke as a n addition to be completed when you have 
finished the whole shape of the word, a long with a ny dots on 
other letters: 

Stage 1: 

Stage 2: (karr3kat) 

This is sim ilar to how joined-up 't's and 'i's are formed in 
English, with the main vertical strokes completed as part of the 
word, a nd the letters crossed and dotted at the end: 

Stage L butt, 

Stage 2: 1Jrdi, 

Look at these words with ..!l kat in thei r printed a nd 
handwritten forms: 

Printed form Handwritten form 

~fl --__ ~.L_ kura balf 

JS ____ J( kull all, every 

~ ---~- - shakl shape 

cl:!..l __ ~..J __ d11< cockerel 

di.o --~-- mifakk screwdriver 

Unit 14 67 

Now practise writing those words. 

------------------do.! 

----- -----

_ JfJf_ 

AI:. ~ 
~--.-.-

-'" l.. -.; J> lA.IA.! .:,lS I; l ~ .,.1 oJl JUI I:"" ..,...:;S::; -.;ts:!1 
al-kaf tuktab bi-hadha sh-shakl id-da'irf idha kana batdaha harf ~tid 
('The kat is written in this circular shape if after it there is an 
ascending letter.') 

• 
Original Arabic text of the Master calligrapher tip on page 65 
written by Professor Mohammed Hamaam. Notice how the 
slanting stokes of the kafs have become slightly separated from 
the lower part of the letters, showing that they have been 
added at a later stage. 
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15', 
I . -_; 

Practise forming the letter shape, fi rst by tradng the shape and 
then by yourself. You should form the loop at the bottom first in 
a clockwise direction, and then add the vertical stroke downwards: 

ThiS shape is llSed for two Arabic letters. The printed and 
handwritten versions look similar. 

Printed 

----1.--

__ J.; __ 

Handwritten 

__ .1?_ 

-~-

the letter ~a'. The basic shape 
without any additional dots. 
Pronounced as an emphatic~, 
similar to the ' t ' in the English 'lold ' 
(rather than 'len'). 

the letter ~a'. With an additional dot 
above. Pronounced as an emphatic 
?-, a cross between 'z' and ' th' 
pronounced with the tongue In a 
similar position to other emphatic 
letten; such as W. 

Unit 15 69 

Practise writing the two letters. Remember to add the downward 
stroke and the dot last. 

Joining up 
.l:. and .l; look similar wherever they appear in a word. Notice 
that when you join them to the letter before, i.e . in the medial 
and final forms, you need to loop back over the line before 
continuing. 

final 
joined to the 
fetter before only 

medial 
joined both sides 

initial 
joined to the 
letter after only 

Practise writing the words below. As with the letter kaf (see Unit 14), 
it's best to complete an entire word and then add the downward 
stroke of the ..b or .1;, along with any dots. 

-~,---~ taha 

ban 

----- --- --~ ~I 
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'1.'- \.1 L.. \ \ at-talaq 
._._. __ . .~ -- :...:---. 

Can you read the signs on the vegetables? 

(SUO!uo) (Alarco) (saOl~wol) (510JJ~:» (saOlE!lod) 
Il?seq SjI?JI?'>t wilewel Jeze! S!11l1eq 
"'i' 5'!"" .n~ ... r 

"n""""" 

• tt 

The initial section of this letter shape is similar to the shape 
of the hamza (see extra poges 42-3). The tail finishes below 
the line. 

Practise fonning the letter shape: 

start --t-___ t __ l; ___ ~ __ ?;;_-t;_h:: 

" J Master calligrapher tips 

In ruq'a handwriting there are only three letter shapes which 
have tails falling below the line: 

---t.-- ---~- ----e.--
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72 Unit 16 

This shape is used for two Arabic letters. The printed ond 
handwritten versions look similar. 

Printed Handwritten 

---t--
. 

---t--

---t.--
. 

---t -

the letter tayn. A guttural letter 
difficult to pronounce. Sounds like 
'ah' coming from the stomach. 

the letter ghayn. With an additional 
dot above. Pronounced as an 'f' from 
the back of the throat as in the 
French 'rouge', 

Practise writing the two letters. 

Joining up 

final 
joined to the 
letter before only 

• 

tt 

medial 
joined both sides 

• 

initial 
joined to the 
letter after only 

The initial fonn is similar to the isolated form, but without the 
final tail. The medial and final forms have a modified shape in 
both printed and handwritten Arabic: a small triangular loop. 
Joining from the right you need to CUIV€ up slightly, then loop 
back to the right before continuing curving down again to the left. 

Notice that, in common with other letters with a final tail, the 
handwritten ~ is raised higher to enable the tail to finish in 

I 
t 
~ , 
«! 

~ 

I 
f 

I ,. 
~ 

t 
i 
• 
~ 
i 
I . 

, 

Unit 16 73 

the correct position. This will have the effect of also raising the 
letter(s) before: 

--e.-= t + ':-' 
Practise writing the words containing t and t in different 
positions: 

• 

..... \:\ ~ yuballighak 

• 

JL.S .Jl;. ~o 
duktOr khalid kamal 
(Doctor Khalid Kamal) 
~~~.J 
duktUr sat. Td ~asan 
(Doctor Saeed Hasan) 

You have now covered all the basic letter shapes needed to write 
Arabic.You will find the complete table of all the letters in the 
various positions on pages 11 2-16. Part 2 deals with how lo 
form particular combinations of letters and Part 3 gives you a 
chance to put all you have learnt into practice. 
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Letter combinations 
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I 

J 
~ , 
• , 
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General principles 

Working your way through Part 1 of this book, you have 
a lready encountered some of the general prindples involved in 
handwriting Arabic. Here Is a summary of the moin points you 
have met: 

• Double and treble dots above and below letters become 
dashes and 'caps': ,. _ . 

• The 'w' shape at the beginning of Sin U'" and shTn J.. 
generally becomes a smooth line: tJ"". ' 

• Some fina l letters have alternative final forms, e.g. 
CJ / N , C>- / N'4 ,and ,JP / ",P . 

• Each group of letters needs to end with the final character in 
the correct position on the line - the height of preceding 
letters should be adjusted to achieve th is. 

• In addition, some speda l shapes have developed to join 
particular combinations of letters. 

Implementing all of these principles requires practice and time. 
You will start by only recogn ising some of the more complicated 
combinations. However, the more you can apply the principles, 
the more your handwriting will resemble that of a native 
Arabic speaker, and so the more credibility you will acquire. 
You need to imagine how you would regard a foreigner who 
writes you an Eng lish note in printed infant letters as opposed 
to a fully formed adult hand. 

Final letters 

In this unit we will look as a whole at fina l letters and how they 
affect the letters that come before. The 'final letter' could be the 
last letter in a word or it could be a non-joining letter, making it 
the lost letter in a combination. 

I 

Unit 17 

Some final letters are written along the line and there is no 
special odjustment needed to the letter(s) that come before: 

, 

-ut-- = ...j + '":-' 

-~- = .!l + ...j + f' 

-~- = I + 'f + ~ 

77 

But others are joined higher to allow the fina l tail to fall in the 
correct position: 

~- = J + '":-' 

-~- = J +...j 

.L? __ =.) + ~ 

Compare the position of the initial ba' ~ in ~ and ~ above. 
When join ing to ta' ~ you can start the ba' on the line, but 
when joining to qat J you should raise the ba ' In a ntidpation, 
so that the deeper tail of the qat falls back on the line. The 
ability to a ntidpate is one of the features of good Arabic 
handwriting. 

Here are the final letters like qat that are joined to above the line: 

-t.-. " ~-" 6 ' 
. ~-

Units 18-20 will cover joining to t / c. / r;: , t" and ~. In this 
unit we will practise the other final letters. 
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18 Unit 17 

Practise tracing and copying these combinations, taking care to 
start the initial letter above the line: 

-----------_._--

------ ------------------- --- ------ ---- ---

Now trace and write these complete words taking note of the 
relative positions of the letters. 

-J:P.-__ ~._. jabal 

JAi qatl 

• • 
_~~_~~ . __ f~~q 

._------- ~ _. tasallul 

18, Joining to t 

In Unit 7 you saw how the initial letter shope...::o. joins to 
following letters. This shape is shared by the letters ~ jim, ( hol' 
and t kha'. 

In this unit we will look in more detail at the medial and final 
shapes for these letters. 

final 
joined to the 
letter before only 

medial 
joined both sides 

initial 
joined to the 
letter atter only 

You can see that the medial and final letter shapes are joined to 
the letter before with a diagonal right-ta-Ieft stroke joining at 
the top left-hand side of the main letter. This requires 
anticipation when joining . 

Practise tracing and copying the medial and final shapes, 
taking care to start where indicated by the arrow: 
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There is also a special combined shope used when,,:", (or any of 
the letters which share its initial a nd medial shape - see Unit 3) 
is joined to e::: jTm, [. ha' or t khii ': 

_.f._ = ~ + '-' 

Practise these combinations: 

f ...... 

~~'11 al~ ittil)ad (The Union) 
Masthead from the Em irates-based newspaper 

I 
\ 

• " 

i 
I 
I 
t 
i 

! , 

Unit 18 81 

Compare these words in their printed and handwritten forms. 

Printed form Handwrit ten fonn 

.)~ __ A,d.£. bil")a. r seas 

u~ ~~ majallat magazines 

c;-'...) - -- -~- rit:l wind 

J-:P-! --¥.- bakhil miser 

~L:u. l -k- manahij methods/procedures 

Now try writing the words for yourself: 

j)t;., -----------------------.---------b---
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';bJl ~ ma~tam al·t:J~m (AI-Hati Restaurant) 

Notice how the J is joined to the top left of the L: 
and how several letters have ornamental upwards 
strokes for decorative effect. 

Unit 18 

! , 

( 

Joining to ~ 

The letter mTm f" is one of the trickiest letters to master. You 
have already seen in Unit 9 that when it loses its tail it is 
reduced to a small circle or blob: 

mirn in isolation: __ .( _ 

initial mrm: ._~_ 

In addition, when mTm is in the medial or final position, with a 
letter following it, it tends to become tucked under the letter in 
handwriting, sometimes making it difficult to spot: 

final medial initial 

joined to the joined both sides joined to the 

leHer before only letter after only 

, • r '"'I 

--t-- I --~- I J --------

- " - - - -
Practise forming the medial and final shapes, completing the black 
part of the shape first You can m ove your pen around on the spot 
until you can see a blob, especially if using a thinner nib. 
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Look at how these letters join to mTm: 

~-~ =f +<.)"+ 1 

~ =.!I +f+<.)" 

Unit 19 

Certain combinations of mim and other letters can result in a 
'pile up' of three or four letters above the line. 

J + ~+ u 

~ = f+"s+ 

If you can write these kinds of combinations correctly and 
fluently, you can truly claim to have mastered Arabic 
handwriting! 

Practise forming those combinations: 

f· 
~\ 

' . • 

Unit 19 

~ ma\t am (restaurant) 

85 

./ 

/ 
\ 
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Joining to final tJ 

In Unit 3 you saw how the initial ~ shape combines with a 
final ya' to produce this shape: tJ'. 

Other letters combine with the final ya' in a similar way. Look at 
how the final ya' combines with these ten initial letter shapes: 

___ tS:! __ tL _ --~~-.- .- .-
• 

--~ ----~-- --~-. .- .- .-

-~- J ~ __ <:l __ -----_ . .- .- .- .-

Note the subtle sinna ('tooth') after the loop of the ~ad in ...r-. 
This is an important part of the letter (compare to ~ on its 

left), In addition, don 't forget to add any dots and the 

downwards stroke of the .b and ..s: after you have completed the 
whole of the moin shape. 

Try tracing and then copying those shapes. Start at the black dot. 

J 
I 
I 
, 

I 
I 

I 

• I 

Unit 20 

... .. - ,.,. 

... ... ... ... ... 

-------

87 

.. 

... ... ... 
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88 Unit 20 

The banner across the magazine reads: 

.J..i1l11.iA ~ I,,,i..,.i~ iqra'o fi hadha I-t adad (Read in this issue). 

Notice how the word ...j fi (in) is written. 

Summary of 
combinations 
with...J 

• 

As a summary of how Arabic letters combine, look at the 
following which shows the iniUal-t joined to all the letters of 
the alphabet in turn in their final forms (see pages 11 2-16 for 
the Arabic letters in alphabetical order). 

r 
uf m..N_m ~uuuLM_m~ • • C- •• • 

c i~u~--~uuetu~ 

_(Z ___ (. __ tJ: ___ ~ ___ -tl!_ 

I ~ L ·· ......J.o\: .. ~ ..... ",: ... 

Compare particularly the position of the ~ in relation to the 
letter that follows: the point ond height above the line at which 
it jOins. 
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Now practise copying these combinations: 

_J ¥ -b c. ~- .L • ... 
• • • • • 

--------_._-----

• 
c.. OJ 

• 

--(j:--¢:---~--~--~---

• 

Unit 21 91 

By working your way through this guide, you should now have 
mastered the fundamentals of reading and writing ruq'a Arabic 
script. In Part 3, you will find activities which will further 
improve your script and provide you with practice in 
deciphering handwritten material . 
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94 write on! 

The Write on! section consists of additional activities designed 
to provide further practice in handwriting and recognition. You 
will find the answers to these activities on page 106. 

Activity 1 

Handwrite these combination of letters, as in the example. 

=1+ ~ 
• 

=o+~ 

=J+-J 

=J+.:l 

= 1 + J 

=t+.:. 

=(5+'-' - . 

write on! 

Activity 2 
Now write these printed naskh words in ruq'a script, as in the 

example. 

= .:.,tS... (sukkan) 

= .:. ~ What) 

= .)l.b. (haff' r) 

= ~ (shakl) 

= d......i (uhibbak) . . 

= Jl..U (tasallul) 

= .!llL.... (sab"ik) 

= JiL:... (mashaghil) 

= J~I (al.jamal) 

95 
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96 write on! 

Activity 3 

Match the handwritten words with their printed equivalents, as 
in the example. 

VJ1.kj, ~I .. ,JI 

cllV 
~l.>-A ., " IJ P'.:r.--

J~J ~\ 

~\J 
c..::.....Ytb 

~..J1..., 
J.!~ 

write on! 91 

Activity 4 

Now write the words from Activity 3 on the lines. 

~;S: ~ (an-nujOm) 
.....r~ __ .. ___ . __ _ 
• 

(daqa'iq) 

• J karrakat) 

(li l-istikhdam) 

(mushkilat) 
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write on! 

Activity 5 

Can you work ou t the names and nationalities of these three 
travellers from their immigration forms? 

(S~l'Y1':\.../ : name ~~I ............... ... ... .... , 

. ~ <' . I'ty ;;. , ':''> 11 ~...c....... . . : nation a '-' . .......................... ,.. -

-···· ···· · ······· ··· ········.~JA ..... J L.: "I 
' - . " ...... "'........... .. .... : name r' 

- , 
................. ......... I::: .... .. ~.P......... .. : nationality ;( "";" II 

.. . --

.......................................... A~J.. . : name ~ ~I 

......................... ..... q:..~ .. : nationality ;; J ", · ..... 11 

write on! 

Activity 6 

How many kilometres is it to these tOwns? 

Minya 

Luxor 

Beni Suef 

Cairo 

Asyut 

AI Foyoum 

al.minyol 4.W1 

al-uq~u r ~"il 

bani swayf ....i..,,J-~ 

aJ-qahira ';.,;4liJl 

asyl1t .b~i 

al.fayOm r ~I 

~, 

99 
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100 write on! 

Activity 7 

a) Can you work out the name of this pasta (~'"'~) company? 

b) And how about this doctor? (hint: the Arabic name Amr is spelt 
with a silent waw on the end: ,J~) 

write on! 

Activity 8 
How much would the following cost you in the Marina 
cafeteria? 

Pizza and ice cream? 

Spaghetti and kebab? 

Tuna mayonnaise and cappuccino? 

101 
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Activity 9 

Circle the following places in the box below, as in the example: 

Madrid v' 
Crete 
London 
Peru 
Aswan 
Athens 
Majorca 
Mauritania 
Oman 

Liverpool (hint: the foreign sound 'v' is often written in Arabic 
as a ..... fa' with three dots: ..... ) 

. 
t:..3_ - . 

\.:.\:. ..... ...N .Y~ I ~~ - ...... y -. .'-
• 

0-3 ~I i.J1..' c.:...w • 

- u->'~1 ..,:,. \....=.-. ~ u--t~L..,.. 
• 

~,J..o(t> ..;......J .::.1 ........ ' J ....... ~ 
• • • . -

write on! 103 

Activity 10 

Look at the travel agent's window and answer these questions: 

1. Is the agent offering a package to New York? 

2. What andent site is included in the travel package to 

Aswan? 

3. The package to the Far East includes five nights in 

Thailand and four nights in which place? 

4. How many nights can you stay in Berlin? 

5. Which Japanese and European cities can you visit on 

a five-star package? 

(:'~ 

~~ 

~/ 
• .. ~<.J~ • = 

, 
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Activity 11 

juice 

natural 

oranges 

carrots 

strawberries 

mangos 

guavas 

tamarind 

sugar cane 

ta~Tr~ 

\abrtr~ 

butuqal JW>, 

jazar J~ 

farawla :u,.J l.;-a 

mango~~ 

gawafa UI.>7-

tamr hindT 'f ~ ~ 

qa~ab~ 

write on! 

Look at the photo of the juice stall opposite and the word list 
above. Then see if you can work out how much these juices 
cost. 

1. one orange juice 

2. two tamarind juices 

3. one strawberry juice 

4. one juice cocktail 

5. two guava juices 

6. two carrot juices 

7. three mango juices 

8. four sugar cane juices 

write on! 105 
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106 write on! (answers) wrile on! (answers) 101 

Answers to the Activities Activity 3 

Activity 1 Activity 2 

-- .~ . = 1 + 1: 

..u,...J1 
.Y . =. + r 

.~. = J + ~ 

• 
. ~-'. = d,.>. i 

.J.!. = 1 + J .J~ .~. =JW 

ec I..,. = .ill\...... . . 

-·11·· = t + ~ Activity 5 

.. c;.. = I.S + ~ - -- . 

1. Riyad Sabri (if~ ..,.,l.. __ .,J; Bah raini (..,:u....>"'-1) 

2. Nodya Badawi (,:?,J~ ~.lW ); Tunisian (~y) 

3. Muhammad Khalid (..Jli.. ~ ); Iraqi ( .... 1.>"-) 
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108 write on! (answers) 

Activity 6 
M inya 80km 

Luxor 450km 

Beni Suef 30km 

Cairo 140km 

Asyut 200km 

AI Foyoum 60km 

Activity 7 

a) ;..;-Alill ~ mTna aJ-qahira (Mino of Cairo) 

b) C l.:i..iIl ~ ..J~ ~.l duktOr tamr tabd a l-fatta~ (Dr Amr 
Abd al-Fottah) 

Activity 8 

Pizza and ice cream = 750 (550 + 200) 

Spaghetti and kebab = 710 (290 + 420) 

Tuna mayonnaise and cappuccino = 480 (365 + 115) 

Activity 9 

r---:;~ c?~~- ~j- c;..lj l 
- - .. ..., ' .. I 

(Majorca) (Crete) I 

~,~)~~I 
(Mouritania) (Peru) 

write on! (amwers) 

Activity 10 

1. Yes (top of win dow: middle poster: .!.I...U":! ~) 

2. Abu Simbel (J...... y,i) 
3. Bali (.)L,) 
4. 3 nights (J41 r) 
5. Tokyo c."s"Jo), Osaka (l!; ljJI) and Vienna (~) 

Activity 11 

1. one orange juice 0:= 50 

2. two tamarind juices = 50 (25 x 2) 

3. one strawberry juice = 100 

4. one juice cocktail = 100 

5. two guava juices = 200 (100 x 2) 

6 . two carrot juices = 100 (50 x 2) 

7. three mango juices = 300 (100 x 3) 

8, fou r sugar cane ju ices := 100 (25 x 4) 

109 
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112 Arabic alphabet 

This reference table presents a summary of the 28 handwritten 
and printed Arabic letters in a lphabetical order. The letters ore 
shown in their various forms. 

You will find details of the discretionary vowel and doubling 
signs in the extra section on pages 14-1 5. 

The extra section on pages 42-43 covers how to write the Arabic 
hamza (~). 

tinal 

l 
__ L __ 

• 

medial 

....l.. 
• 

initial 

I , 
....l 

• 

isolated 

• 

I , 
letter 

U1i alii 
printed (naskh) 

handwritten (ruq 'a) 

.4 ba' 
printed (naskh) 

_~ __ . u._~___ __~__ __~ _ handwritten (ruq'a) 

• • • • 

• __ ..A ___ _ 

:. 
....l.. 

:. 
....l 

A _ .J_ 

.I.;i Ui' 
printed (naskh) 

_~ ___ handwritten (ruq'a) 

.\J tha' 
printed (naskh) 

A handwritten (ruq 'a) 

--"---

Arabic alphabet 113 

tinal medial initial isolated letter 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

--~--- - - -~--- ~- -----&--

I""'" jim 
printed (naskh) 

handwritten (ruq'a) 

c:-
--t -- -- ~---

• • c:- ....:::..... 

=s- . 
-(;;;-- -_$ _-

..I.. 

• 
- ~--

c 
----l--

• 
C 
• 

---t --

,\,. ~a' 
printed (naskh) 

handwritten (ruq'a) 

. 1.>. kha' 
printed (naskh) 

handwritten (ruq'a) 

JI,dal 
printed (naskh) 

_~_ _~_ _ _.)_ _ _ _.) __ handwriNen ('"q',) 

• • 
..I.. ..I.. 
• • • 

__ ~__ __J-__ __~ __ 

j j ..) 

___ L _ _ __ L ____ L __ _ 

• 
..I 
• 

JI; dhal 
printed (naskh) 

__ ~ ___ handwritten (ruq 'a) 

. 1) rat 
...) printed (naskh) 

___ L. __ handwritten (ruq'a) 
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114 Arabic alphabet 

final medial initial isolated letter 

• • • • <slj zay 
j j ..) ..) printed (naskh) 

• • • • __ L _ _ L _ --~-- --~--
handwritten (ruq'a) 

U"'

- -~---

:. 
U"'

It 

--~--

,,0 

_ .!£_-
• • 
~ cO 

• • 
--~- ~--

.h. ....b. 

-~- _.8_ 

-~-

,. 
-~-

-~-

• 
~ 

• 
__ -!R_ 

....b 

- -~ 

I..Y" 

---~ 

~ sIn 
printed (naskh) 

handwritten (ruq'a) 

. .. shTn .r--
printed (naskh) I..Y" ,. 

__ ~ handwritten (ruq'a) 

• u.o 
• _vi! 

.b , 
__ ..P_ 

, 1... ~ad 
printed (naskh) 

handwritten (ruq'a) 

J \..; <:lad 
printed (naskh) 

handwritten (ruq'a) 

.U;. ta' 
printed (naskh) 

handwritten (ruq'a) 

Arabic alphobet 

tined medial initial isolated 

.l:.. J:.. j; .l; 

_~_ _~__ _~ ___ J?_ 

• 
t-

• 

--l;.-
• 
~ 

• 
--~-

--~- __ J;._ 

• • 
-'l.. .L 

• • 
_ ..... - __ So __ 

• • 
..i ....i 

• 

t 
---t --

• 

t 
• 

---l; --
• 
~ 

• • ___ , ___ !J __ u",taru 

115 

letter 

.U; ~a' 
printed (naskh) 

handwritten (ruq'a) 

;r.- Cayn 
printed (naskh) 

handwritten (ruq'a) 

~ ghayn 
printed (naskh) 

handwritten (ruq'a) 

,I;la' 
printed (naskh) 

handwritten (ruq'a) 

_ _ _ _ J~ qat 

'-'- ....Q.. -S ~ printed (naskh) 

__ U~ __ j!__ ___:in __ 1.'-__ handwritten (ruq'a) 

d ~ ..s: I!l JIS' kat 
printed (naskh) 

_et __ .t __ .L __ eJ __ handwritten (ruq'a) 
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116 Arobic alphabet 

tinal media' initial Isolat.ed letter 

J. .1 J J i lam 
printe (naskh) 

_J:_ _J _ _1 ._~L handwritten (ruq'a) 

r ....a.. ...0 ~ 
r- mTm 

printed (naskh) 

.. {>.- .. L _ J ... {'!-
handwriften (ruq'a) 

• • • • jfJ nOn 

U- ....1- ~ U printed (naskh) 

... "-.. 

• • 
J. .. .J_ .. 0 ... handwritten (ruq'a) 

<I... + ...A 
.1..:. ha' 

,:, printed (naskh) 

. .. ~ .. - .~.-. ... ~ .. . .. D. .. handwritten (ruq'a) 

.,IJ waw 

~ ~ ..J ..J printed (naskh) 

-~ -~ ---'--- ---'---handwritten (ruq'a) 

.4 ya' 

'-E 
....1- ~ (S printed (naskh) - - -

. ~ J . .$. ... 
handwritten (ruq'a) 

__ J. _. .~ .. - - - -
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